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ABSTRACT         
 
One of the most important English phonetic features which could make or mar oral 
English communication is word stress. More often than not, Telangana English is devoid 
of word stress. If at all some people use word stress, chances are, they get the rules of the 
word stress wrong or stress the wrong syllables. The objective of the present study is to 
examine whether the speakers of Telangana English are aware of functional stress in 
English. If at all they are aware of functional stress, we would like to find out how far 
they conform to the rules of functional stress in English. Functional stress is absolutely 
crucial in English as the words with the same spelling could be a noun or a verb or an 
adjective depending on the stress. For example, the word ‘content’ could be a noun if the 
stress is on the first syllable, ‘con’ as opposed to the verb which takes the stress on the 
second syllable ‘tent’. There are quite a few disyllabic words in English which need to be 
distinguished with the help of word stress. The aim of this study is twofold: First of all, 
we would like to find out whether there is any sign of functional stress in Telangana 
English spoken by the Engineering students in Telangana State. Based on the data 
analysis we will zero in on the common errors with a view to establishing a common 
pattern. We will put forward some remedial measures which could help the second 
language learners in Telangana get the functional stress. 

 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 

In the first section,we provide some background information on the introduction of word stress 

in the Engineering Colleges of Telangana State. We present the rules of word stress in the second 

section. In the third section we present the research data and the divergences from BBC stress 

patterns. We outline some of the key research findings in the last section. 
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One of the difficulties that many ESL Learners face is the accurate perception and production of 

word stress. Errors related to primary word stress are a common problem among ESL learners. It 

has an adverse impact on students’ intelligibility and their perception skills (Celce–Murcia, 

Brinton, and Goodwin, 1996). 

Mostly this failure to understand the message leads to increased anxiety associated with activities 

that involve listening, such as English language tests, video conferences, conference talks, 

telephone calls, and academic or professional meetings.Unfortunately, many ESL teachers do not 

pay enough attention to pronunciation practices in their classes, partly  because they have not 

been trained how to teach this skill 

(Derwing, Krahn, Foote, & Diepenbroek, 2006), or partly  because they think that pronunciation 

practice is a time consuming activity and they do not have time to address that in the class(Celce-

Murcia, Brinton, and Goodwin, 1996; Morley, 1994) 

As far as ESL learners are concerned, they barely get any exposure to the standard English native 

speakers. As a result they are oblivious to the suprasegmental features (here word stress) . But 

when they come into contact with the native speakers, they tend to encounter quite a few 

problems such as misinterpretation and lack of intelligibility. 

. 

In view of the importance of English pronunciation of the Engineering students of Telangana 

state, Jawahar lal Nehru Technological University Hyderabad has introduced word accent and 

stress shifts in I B.Tech English Language Communication Skills Lab. Unfortunately, students 

assume that  the instruction of stress patterns in English teaching books are not important. They 

presume that books are reading skill oriented. This study intends to highlight the importance of 

the speaking skill and its components, especially stress patterns of English language. 

 

Concept of Word-stress – its importance: 

The syllables of a word can be spoken with more or less force or emphasis. Where a syllable is 

spoken with emphasis, it is said to be stressed. Syllables that are not spoken with emphasis are 

unstressed. Not all syllables in an utterance are spoken with equal emphasis. There are certain 

syllables that are stressed more than others. Thus in the word ‘father’, the first syllable ‘fa-’ is 
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stressed. Hence it is more prominent than the second syllable ‘-ther’. Similarly, in the word 

‘about’, the second syllable is stressed and it is more prominent than the first syllable. We shall 

now look at some common words to note the syllabic stress patterns. The accent mark is put 

before the syllable stressed. 

 

STRESS PATTERNS 

Stress in English words varies from word to word. In some words, the stress falls on the first 

syllable while in the others, it may fall on the second, third, or the fourth syllable. 

Here are a few examples of words stressed on different syllables: 

 

(i)  Words stressed on the first syllable: 

 

Two-Syllable  Three-Syllable  Longer Words 

'husband  'literature           'aristocrat 

'stomach  'character           'benefactor 

'dozen   'advertise           'chauvinism 

'stupid  'industry           'melancholy 

'splendid  'atmosphere  'pomegranate 

(ii)  Words stressed on the second syllable: 

 

Two-syllable  Three-syllable Longer words 

nar'rate   ap'pendix  par'ticipant 

bal'loon            ef'ficient  ri'diculous 
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be'gin    de'velop  re'sponsible 

draw'ee   sa'liva         ap'preciate 

ru'pee    an'tenna  rhi'noceros 

 

(iii)  Words stressed on the third syllable: 

 

Three-Syllable  Four-Syllable Five-Syllable 

guaran'tee   appli'cation  irre'proachable 

ciga'rette   appo'sition  irre`'sponsible 

engi'neer   appa'ratus  satis'factory 

remi'nisce   corre'spondence  irre'pressible 

corre'spond     elec'tricity 

 

(iv)  Words stressed on the fourth syllable: 

 

dedica'tee  civili'zation 

exami'nation  mechani'zation 

partici'pation inferi'ority 

 

 

The above list clearly shows that stress in English words has to be learnt individually. 
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Here is a list of words consisting of varying number of syllables and having different stress 

patterns.  

 Words consisting of two syllables:    

                                                                                                                  

 Stress on second syllable             Stress on first syllable 

  

`bargain    ad`mit 

`govern    for`bid 

`thorough    bam`boo 

`secret    mon`soon 

`message    suc`ceed 

`canvas    sup`press 

`injure    dis`miss 

`hiccup   sur`prise 

`tortoise    to`day 

 

  Words consisting of three syllables: 

 

Stress on  Stress on    Stress on   

 first syllable second syllable  third syllable 

`illustrate  ad`venture       recol`lect 
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`recipe  spec`tator       briga`dier 

`tentative  po`tato   question`naire 

`obstacle         ad`dition            person`nel 

`cemetery  re`vision            coin`cide 

`symmetry  um`brella            addres`see 

 

Words consisting of more than three syllables: 

 

Stress on first syllable  Stress on second syllable 

`honorary    com`munity 

`honourable    com`modity 

`secularism    e`xaggerate 

`cannibalism   a`nalogy 

`favouritism    i`tinerary 

 

Stress on third syllable  Stress on fourth syllable 

ana`lytical    exami`nee 

irre`sponsible   acade`mician 

psycho`logical   accele`ration 

cata`strophic   mechani`zation 

pano`rama    exagge`ration 
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mathe`matics   exami`nation 

 

RULES FOR WORD STRESS 

 

Therefore, stress in English is difficult to explain and to indicate any rules for stressing 

individual words is all the more difficult. However, a few general guidelines may be given as 

follows:  

 

FUNCTIONAL SHIFT OF STRESS 

There are a number of words of two syllables in which the accentual pattern depends on whether 

the word is used as a noun, an adjective or a verb. When the word is used as a noun or an 

adjective, the stress is on the first syllable. When the word is used as a verb, the stress is on the 

second syllable. Here are a few examples: 

 

Noun/ Adjective               Verb 

'absent     ab'sent 

'object      ob'ject 

'subject     sub'ject 

'permit     per'mit 

'record                 re'cord 

'progress              pro'gress 

'produce              pro'duce 
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'perfect                           per'fect 

'increase              in'crease 

'decrease              de'crease 

'present                           pre'sent 

 

Words with prefixes/suffixes; their stress patterns: 

 

Words with weak prefixes are accented on the root. 

 

a'rise         a’bout     be'low        be'hold              

a'lone      a'bove        be'come     be'lieve     de'velop 

a'loud      ac'cept       be'fall        be'side                       

 

Prefixes with negative connotations get stressed. 

 

      'disloyal        'illogical  

      'insincere        'half-finished 

 

Verbs of two syllables beginning with the prefix dis- are stressed on the last syllable. 

 

dis'arm dis'may 
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dis'band dis'pel 

dis'cern dis'miss 

dis'close dis'solve 

dis'count dis'tend 

dis'grace dis'turb 

dis'guise dis'tress 

 

Verbs of two syllables ending in.-ate, -ise/-ize, -ct are stressed on the last syllable. 

 

-ate -ize/-ise  -ct 

nar'rate                 cap'size  in'fect  

vib'rate  chas'tise    select 

mi'grate               bap'tize   pro'tect     

lo'cate   com'prise  de'pict       

 

Words ending in -ion are stressed on the penultimate i.e.last but onesyllable 

 appli'cation   indi'gestion 

civili'zation   con'gestion 

compo'sition             sug'gestion 

conver'sation               'question 

culti'vation   imagi'nation 
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exami'nation               intro'duction 

 

Words ending in -ic/-ical/-ically/ -ial/-ially/ -ian have the stress on the syllable preceding the 

suffix. 

 

-ic         -ical    -ically 

apolo'getic    patri'otic apolo'getical    apolo'getically 

e'lectric         scien'tific 

sympa'thetic  

 

-ial    -ially     -ian 

 me'morial  es'sential  of'ficially    vic'torian 

 of'ficial super'ficial  'specially                         poli’tician 

presi'dential  cere'monial es'sentially    disciplin'arian 

 

Words ending in -ious. -eous have the stress on the penultimate (i.e., the last but one) syllable. 

-ious   -eous 

'anxious                     'piteous  

in'dustrious                 cou'rageous 

 

in'jurious                     'gorgeous 
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la'borious                     'hideous 

 

re'bellious    'righteous       

             

vic'torious                   simul'taneous  

   

Words ending in -ate,-ise/-ize, -ify, -ity, -cracy, -crat, -graph, -graphy, -meter, -logy 

Words of more than two syllables ending in ate, -ise/-ize, -ify are stressed on the ante-penultimate 

syllable (i.e., third from the end). 

 

'complicate 'colonise 'justify 

'separate(v) 'enterprise 'classify 

'educate 'brutalise 'beautify 

'cultivate 'patronise 'certify 

ar'ticulate 'realize 'gratify 

 

Words ending in -ity have the stress on the ante-penultimate syllable (i.e., third from the end). 

 

a'bility    curi'osity           elec'tricity    gene'rosity 

possi'bility   proba'bility   ac'tivity  e'quality 
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Words ending in -cracy. -crat have the stress on the ante-penultimate syllable (i.e., third from 

the end). 

-cracy   -crat 

au'tocracy   'autocrat 

dc'mocracy   'democrat 

tech'nocracy   'technocrat 

plu'tocracy   'plutocrat 

aris'tocracy   a'ristocrat  

 

bu'reaucracy   'bureaucrat 

 

Words ending in -graph, -graphy. -meter, -logy have the stress on the ante-penultimate 

syllable (i.e., third from the end). 

 

   -graph             -graphy  -meter                -logy 

   'autograph        pho'tography        ther'mometer    psychology 

   'paragraph        spec'trography          lac'tometer        bi'ology 

    

 

Words stressed on the suffix: 

Words ending with the suffixes –ain, -eer. -ental. -ential. -ese, -esce, -escence. -escent. -esque. 

-ique, -itis. -ee. -ette -ade etc. are stressed on the suffix. 
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-ain    -aire                                       -eer 

ob'tain    re'tain        millio'naire              engi'neer    mountai'neer 

main'tain ex'plain     question'naire          volun'teer        marke'teer 

per'tain        

 ascer'tain                                                                           

-ental     -ential            -ese 

-ental     -ential                             -ese 

experi'mental exis'tential Bur'mese 

funda'mental provi'dential Chi'nese 

acci'dental presi'dential Assa'mese 

   

   

   

-esce -escence -escent 

coa'lesce effer'vescence ado'lescent 

conva'lesce ado'lescence effer'vescent 

-esque -iquc -ritis 

pictu'resque phy'sique neu'ritis 

gro'tesque u'nique arth'ritis 

-ee -ette -ete 

pay'ee eti'quette de'lete 

addres'see ciga'rette re'plete 

 

Divergences of word stress 
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Sometimes placing the wrong syllable of a word can ultimately bring about a change in the 

meaning of that word. For example,the word ‘content’ has two meanings and the mere shift in 

the stress brings about the difference in  the meaning. 

When the word ‘content’ is stressed on the first syllable it means the goods  or items which are 

inside a box or book etc. 

When the word ‘content’ is stressed on the second syllable it means ‘happy’ or ‘satisfied’ 

Thus accenting the wrong syllable could  lead to change in the part of the speech of a word 

which in turn could result in different connotations. 

Stress change according to function 

There are number of words of two syllables in which the accentual pattern depends on whether 

the word is used as a noun,an adjective,or a verb. The accent is on the first syllable when the 

word is a noun or an adjective and on the second syllable when it is a verb.  

Examples: 

‘object(n)        ob’ject(v) 

‘produce(n)    pro’duce(v) 

‘progress(n)    pro’gress(v) 

‘perfect(adj)   per’fect(v) 

Divergences of word stress in sentences 

Noun/Verb Distinction There are a few words that are spelled exactly the same, but for which the 

stress pattern is different depending on the grammatical category of the word that they belong to 

(that is to say, their stress can vary if they are nouns, verbs, etc.) For example, the word reject 

has two different stress patterns according to its word category. It is stressed as reJECT if it is 

used as a verb, and REject if it is used as a noun. The vowel sounds also change. REject is 

pronounced [@ri:7Dkt], while reJECT is pronounced [rN@7Dkt]. Note that nouns 
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grammatically function as adjectives. For example, the word brick is a noun, but it functions as 

an adjective in the sentence: He sat with a brick wall at his back, cool and damp (i.e. the wall 

was made of bricks). A noun that functions as an adjective does not change its stress 

pattern.Analyze the following words in context and pay attention to the stress patterns in relation 

to the grammatical categories of the words. 

 Record 1. There were no meetings, but I logged in daily to reCORD my activity and food, and, 

once weekly, my weight 

. 2. He gets fired and cannot find a new job because he has a REcord.  

3. Robles wonders if Collazo and Lee can use the scanner to reCORD the hieroglyphs. 97  

4. In April 2008 the world rice price reached a REcord high of more than U.S.$1,000 per ton, 

more than double its January price. 

 Conflict 5. They often also lead us to attempt to resolve the CONflict by trying to establish who 

is right and who is wrong. 

 6. War as a path to CONflict resolution and great-power expansion has become largely obsolete.  

7. Though the agendas of various groups have always conFLICTed, especially in regard to 

tensions between domestic Political concerns and foreign Policy objectives, a loose, flexible 

consensus has always been formulated. 

 8. I also made sure I mentioned Georgia Championship Wrestling, which conFLICTed with one 

of Claudia's favourites, Hee Haw, [a 1970s TV show]. Decrease 

 9. The cut was necessary in part because regional synods plan to deCREASE 17 their 

contributions to the denomination by $2.4 million this year, church leaders said.  

10. Waist size is especially a concern if your guy is over 30, when metabolism slows and 

testosterone levels deCREASE by about 1 percent each year. 
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 11. Our data centre consolidation savings with Dell solutions gave us an immediate 50 percent 

DEcrease in energy expenses 

 12. TheatreWorks, the South Bay's largest theatre, is projecting no DEcrease in its $7 million 

budget next year Object 

 13. Purists might obJECT, but Hebrew's ability to engulf and transform foreign words was a 

sign of life. 

 14. A parked car is the OBject of his scrutiny. 

 15. They will launch several, but given the Object‟s speed, our chances are slim. 16. When the 

CIA briefed Pelosi, she strongly obJECTed, according to one source. Present  

17. By trading places to become a teacher, adolescents can better appreciate the problems 

educators face as they try to arrange learning for individual students who preSENT a broad range 

of performance levels 

. 18. Limitations of the PREsent study include self-selection in the sample who chose to respond 

to the internet-based survey. 

 19. We recommend that future data collection efforts take these three factors into account if the 

ultimate goal is to protect human health, and we preSENT our rationale for these priorities in this 

article 

. 20. "Yeah." He laughed. "A PREsent for me, I guess." Protest 17 This word can also be stressed 

DEcrease. 98  

21. The most attention-getting part of the PROtest was that the demonstrators were dressed 

stereotypically as prostituted women, in tiny skirts 

 22. Egypt withdrew its ambassador from Israel to proTEST the military tactics used against 

Palestinians. 
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 23. In some camps, residents have been refusing humanitarian aid, to proTEST the government's 

expulsion of the NGOs [Non-Governmental Organizations]. 

 24. After days of silence during the PROtest, Ahmadinejad sought to portray business as usual 

on Wednesday.  

 

Conclusion 

 

 Word stress plays an important role in intelligibility and deserves to be studied in all English 

classes – not just pronunciation classes – and by all students regardless of their general language 

proficiency levels. Teaching word stress can occur as part of any lesson provided that the teacher 

is empowered with the theoretical knowledge of word stress and the enthusiasm to teach it.  

Furthermore, the students who are moderately proficient should be made aware of the rules of 

word stress whereas more experienced learners can  cope with learning rules associated with 

word stress. Of the rules discussed in this article, phonological similarity may be the best one to 

start with as early and late bilinguals pick this up well. The teaching of new vocabulary and word 

stress is closely intertwined.  

Finally, the students have the knowledge of stress and stress rules but they barely use them in 

their speech as it needs conscious and constant efforts to overcome the mistakes in connected 

speech. Further studies are required to widen this area of knowledge, especially given that word 

stress errors are widespread. Such studies could shed more light on the way the students pick up 

word stress. It also could have pedagogical implications.  
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